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CLICK TO LISTEN  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gJuJch7KDBE&list=OLAK5uy_mNwIDf8rQHWXL6yy6fcrhZ0b_zPu8jTxY 
 

  
 

NASHVILLE, Tenn. - Bama Beats indie country recording artist Corey Davis, a rapidly ascending 

newcomer in the country music scene, has announced the release of his third single,  “Jesus Made An 

Outlaw.”*  Available Now on all major digital retail outlets and streaming platforms (distributed by 

ONErpm), the recording showcases Davis’ southern Mississippi/Louisiana roots, gritty vocals, and knack to 

blend traditional country elements with edgy, modern rock instrumentation to set him apart as a signature 

trailblazer.  
 

Haunting organ tones open the track yielding to make way for deep, rich aggressive baritone guitar that 

commands immediate attention. Ominous swampy guitar licks revved by hard-hitting drum rhythms 
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throughout create a sturdy rugged backdrop to support Davis’ weathered vocals that cast an intimidating aura. 

Davis pairs his humble southern gentleman character with a fierce rock ‘n’ roll spirit to encapsulate the 

essence of a God-fearing desperado.  
 

With a nod from Billy The Kid and Johnny Cash, lyrics formally introduce the "outlaw;" Davis' vocal prowess 

mirrors the intensity of the songwriter’s lucid storytelling. The original song is a testament to Davis's ability 

to create a unique and captivating sound that digs into the depths of country music's soul and rides side-by-

side with the legends of the genre.  
 

“I wrote this song for my brother-in-law, at my wife’s request, to honor his spirit and his life. He was a fun-

lovin,’ God-fearin,’ hell-raiser with a good, big, heart,” Davis said. “We wanted to create a traditional 

contemporary country sound with an ‘in-your-face’ rock edge to depict the Harley ridin’, Jesus lovin’ outlaw. 

I believe we achieved that.”  

 

With lines such as "breakin' every rule in the book," Davis reveals the heart of the outlaw’s true story, and 

showcases his ability to weave narratives–both raw and relatable–of a journey through the dichotomy of life's 

darkest and most exhilarating moments.  
 

The Mississippi native continues to redefine the boundaries of country music; the new release, “Jesus Made 

An Outlaw,” is a bold statement in the country-rock arena with promise to make a lasting impression on 

listeners and critics alike. Produced by Grady James and recorded in Nashville, TN, the track is featured on 

Davis’ six-song CD anticipated in mid-2024.  
 

TRACK INFO  

“Jesus Made an Outlaw”  

Label: Bama Beats  

Written by Corey Davis   

Produced by Grady James  

Distribution by ONErpm  

Run Time 3:38  
  

ABOUT COREY DAVIS  

Corey Davis grew up in Mississippi at the end of a pig trail road located on the banks of the Tenn-Tom waterway. Living 

a stone’s throw away from his grandparents, as his closest neighbors, he grew up working alongside his dad and granddad 

in the fields to harvest the next meal and drawing water from a nearby well.   
 

Corey knows the true meaning of rural living and growing up in a small town; a lifestyle and upbringing that shaped the 

core of his sturdy character. Having lived through, and survived in, tough times, Corey learned the most important life 

values (respect, discipline, integrity and love for God); values that resonate as the forefront of his music as wide-open and 

fearless.  
 

Recognizing first-and-foremost his father (who was a talented musician and performer in his own right) as his biggest 

influence in life and in music, followed by Merle Haggard as a country music trendsetter, Corey’s traditional upbringing 

and outlaw style translates honestly in his songwriting. The self-taught guitar player and drummer’s contemplative, quiet 

and reserved demeanor enlivens under the stage spotlights like gunpowder and lead with a raw vibrance that explodes 

with authenticity.  
 

Corey released his debut single, “Beer And The Bible” in September 2023 as an official introduction to the country music 

scene. He followed with his sophomore single, “When The Devil Took Me” (Nov. 2023) and the May 2024 release of 

“Jesus Made An Outlaw,” all feature tracks on Davis’ six-song CD anticipated in mid-2024.  
 

CONNECT  

https://www.coreydaviscountry.com/  

https://www.facebook.com/coreydaviscountry  

https://www.instagram.com/coreydaviscountry/   
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*To request a review copy of the track, please hit “reply.”  
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